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Inside Baba Yaga's Hut (The Samovar)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

Deep in the magic forest lives Baba Yaga, the bony-legged witch of slavic legends. Her wood-cabin is easily
recognisable, perched as it is on chicken legs.

 

Today, Baba Yaga has been expecting a visitor. In the center of the hut, the samovar stands at the ready with hot
water and tea. Baba Yaga is wearing her red kerchief and best blouse, with embroidered motifs on the sleeves.
Similar motifs adorn the white tablecloth. Notice the feet of the table, in the shape of chicken legs. Look at the
picture on the wall and you will recognize the similarities.

 

The visitor seated opposite Baba Yaga is an elderly man wearing a crown. His grey complexion contrasts with Baba
Yaga's rosy cheeks. The cat stands at a safe distance.

 

The kitchen is particularly neat and cosy. A tiled hearth houses a wood fire. Food and dishes are keeping warm on
the kitchen stove. The wooden shutters are closed, keeping the bitter cold outside, and the windows are graced
with lace curtains inside. The broom lays under the bench.

 

The cross stitch pattern is framed with a cheerful motif of steaming tea pot and tea cup. 

 

A cross stitch pattern by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess.

>> see more Baba Yaga patterns by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Inside Baba Yaga's Hut (The Samovar)

Chart size in stitches: 123 x 123

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kateryna-stitchy-princess-inside-baba-yagas-samovar-cross-stitch-pattern-xml-214_234-3980.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/baba-yaga-cross-stitch-patterns-katheryna-stitchy-princess-xsl-296_717_721.html


Needlework fabric: 32 Ct. Zweigart Murano 3984/779 Light taupe

Size on 14ct Aida/28ct linen: 8.8 x 8.8 inch (22.3 x 22.3 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch, 1

Chart: Color and B&W, includes overview for Digital stitching

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 13

Themes: inside a witch's home, samovar, drink tea, relax, home, witchcraft, magic, 

 

>> see all Kitchen patterns (all designers)

>> see all Witches patterns (all designers)

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3980&w=123&h=123
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kitchen-cooking-xsl-212_287.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/witches-xsl-214_234_742.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kateryna-stitchy-princess-inside-baba-yagas-samovar-cross-stitch-pattern-xml-214_234-3980.html

